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BARRIER 

 RENTAL AND ASSEMBLY FOR 

LARGE EVENTS 
A few of our clients: 
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What our clients should know: 

VALLAS ARTES began more than 15 years ago as a  

company specialising in barriers for country estates and construction 

works. Temporary event barriers were usually made by the organisers 

themselves, renting  barriers to businesses and to construction rental 

companies. This resulted in products  made of very poor quality materials 

and often in bad condition. 

bout 10 years ago VALLAS ARTE realised that there was no company 
specialising in events. In response to security measures and high 
attendance at this kind of event we have dedicated ourselves to offering 
the best services required for just these purposes. 

In 2011 Vallas Arte was launched as the premier in Spain for the 
organisation of barriers for large-scale events. In the JMJ at Cuatro Vientos, 
VALLAS ARTE  was the company responsible for the temporary barrier in an 
area holding more than two million people. 

The figures for this event were impressive. More than 35 kilometres of barriers 
were set up in 20 days in an enclosure which had some very difficult features, 
since the larger part of the assembly was done in a working airport.  
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  HIGH MOBILE BARRIER 

From this moment on VALLAS ARTE has been present 
at almost all of the big events that have needed 
temporary or permanent barriers. 

Since then the biggest concern of our company  has been to improve rental  
products and to install our barriers at each event with improved safety. 

We have developed systems, barrier fastenings, emergency doors, lane 
systems, safety clips barriers for concealment, shade  and protection from the 
wind.  In the 2015 we set up our own workshop for the fabrication of 
PREMIUM EVENT pedestrian and high barriers.  

At the 2014 VALLAS ARTE was commissioned to do the barriers for RUTA  
International Cycling at Ponferrada. 30,000 metres of low pedestrian barriers 
and 8,000 metres of high barriers were also installed. 

We want to talk about the work we do and the resources we have at our 
disposal. 
BBK Live, more than 120,000 festival-goers. 

  

 

At VALLAS ARTE we have rented out and installed our products for the 
biggest music festivals such as: Madcool, Arenal Sound, Viñarock, BBK 
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HIGH MOBILE BARRIER 
La valla móvil de obra alta es la mas utilizada en eventos en los que se necesita 
muchos metros lineales de valla alta, para cerrar recintos grandes. Es una valla 

ligera que permite una instalación rápida y la posibilidad de transportar muchos 
metros lineales en un trailer. Tenemos distintas medidas y posibilidades en este 
tipo de valla. 

Puede ser de 2 tubos verticales y con acabados en pinchos, o puede ser mas 
reforzada con 2 tubos verticales y 2 horizontales. Tambien disponemos de 

distintos tipos de sujeción de esta valla. Los típicos pies de hormigón, pies de 
plástico reciclado, o sujeciones especiales clavadas al suelo para darle mas 
estabilidad e incluso poder colocarles malla de ocultación. 

2 tube barriers with concrete base

4 tube reinforced barrier 

Recycled plastic base

Barrier fixed to the 
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HIGH MOBILE BARRIER 
We have more than 30,000 m of this type of barrier. It is renewed every year and we 
sell the barriers that we have used one or twice to our customers second hand.  So 
we are the only company that can boast that we rent fences that are totally new for 
all of its events. 

 

 

We have also developed safety clamps and a double barrier system for perimeters 
of festivals or events, which can reach up to 3.80m in height and with concealment 
mesh.
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Vallas Arte  has developed the definitive mobile barrier for public events that 
require an appropriate image for the specific type of event. We are aware that 
the two tube mobile barrier is going to be banned in events and that's why 

we've developed a highly stable mobile barrier with no spikes on top. 

With its excellent stability, this  barrier allows for emergency exit doors of 5.5 
metres in width. We have developed a canvas material especially for these type 
of doors. 

You can safely fix you or your client's publicity materials to them. We premiered 

this barrier with 1,500 linear metres. This fence can be fixed in place with special 
flat iron bases that prevent pedestrians from tripping over them, or they can be 
fixed down if they are on earth and the event organiser allows it. 

 
 
 

PREMIUM EVENT HIGH  
MOBILE BARRIER 
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Features: 

• Height 2m. 

• Highly stable metal base. 

• 10x5 cm mesh that prevents climbing. 

• Barrier base 50 cm x 25 cm and 5 mm thick. 

Advertising canvas dimensions: 

Width: 2600 mm  
 Height: 1900 mm 

These barriers are used for events where the customer requires that they be made 
of non-typical materials They have been used in art exhibitions, museums, lanes at 
the end of marathons and so forth. They are very resistant to the wind, having been 
successfully tested  with winds of up to 90km/hour with no concealment mesh or 
posters on the barrier. Gates are also available . 

 

PREMIUM EVENT HIGH  
MOBILE BARRIER 
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We've also developed a barrier with the same features but 1.10 metres in height 
for pedestrian usage or to continue the barrier at a lower height. It is ideal for 
controlling queues at large-scale events. 

The barrier does not have feet, which avoids people stumbling over it as they 
enter the site.  The dimensions are 3 metres long x 1 metre wide. This fence has 
been successfully tested at macro-festivals such as Arenal Sound, BBK Live and 
so on.  

 

Can be combined with the Premium Event high barrier, and it can form a 
high fence which then continues as a pedestrian barrier with the same 
features.  The feet are exactly the same as those of the Premium Event 
high version. It also works as a pedestrian barrier. 

 

Tube frame Square tube 25x25x2 mm

Side reinforcement Square tube 20x20x2 mm

Wire mesh Malla de 100x50x5 mm

Treatment Galvanisation hot immersion

Dimensions 2.70 m Wide x 1.20 m High

PREMIUM EVENT  
LANE BARRIER
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The “Muovi 2000” barrier is the only one on the market that because of the 
shape of its feet can be loaded onto pallets or up to 500 carried on a trailer. 
VALLAS ARTE offers this barrier in 3 colours (Yellow, Blue, and Red) and 
have a large stock for sale or rent. We are the only company in Spain with 
a stock exceeding  3,000m. 
 

Some of our customers of these barriers are: 

- Event Companies  
- Municipalities 
-   Sports associations 
- Construction companies 
- Works and services 

This barrier is built in a single piece by injection and with guaranteed stability 
and colour durability.  It can also be hired with the city council or client's logo 
for the event if needed.  
 

This barrier can be hired for sporting events, open days, children's events and so 
on. It is used by football teams, city councils, event companies as well as event 
equipment hire companies. 

“MUOVI” PLASTIC 
PEDESTRIAN BARRIER 
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Barrier designed and manufactured in the  installations. Especially 
designed for sports events, cycle races or marathons. Ideal for the last few 
metres at the end of the race, or for dangerous or closed off curves.  By 
having the facing inwards, cyclists or runners won't trip over them. 

The barriers are stacked on top of each other, forming a compact pallet. It 
can be transported without the need for straps. 

 

Transportation Dimensions

Metal Pallet 2 x 1.20

Units on pallet 50 barriers.

Units on 13 metre trailers, 500 barriers.

Features:

Dimensions 2 m wide x 1 m high.

Weight: Approximately 13 kilos.

Tube Frame: 25 mm x 2 mm

Bars 16 mm x 1.5 mm

INCLINED 
PEDESTRIAN 
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It is the most widely used in events for queue control, exhibitions, cuts of step, 
etc, This barrier is two metres in width and because of the shape of its legs can 
be stacked one on top of the other. Each pallet can carry 90 barriers. It is 
possible to transport 180 linear metres in one pallet, and  2,160 linear metres in 
one trailer. The deck the legs are welded to makes the barrier the strongest on 
the market. 

 

Vallas Arte Barrier Provider for Tour of Spain. This barrier is designed with 
a few hooks for  advertising. It can be stacked on the pallet with the 
advertising posters. This saves time in setting up and removing the 
advertising for each race. 

Features:

Measures 2 m wide x 1.10 m high.

Weight: Approximately 17 kilos.

Tube Frame: 35 mm x 1.5 mm 

Mesh 100x50x4 mm.

Plate 200x100 1.5 mm (optional)

Transportation Dimensions

Metal Pallet  2 x 1.20 

Units on pallet  90 barriers.

Units on trailers 13 metres 1170 barriers.

PEDESTRIAN 
 BARRIER WITH BARS
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OPAQUE has developed a mobile opaque barrier with wheels. Our 
customers have asked us for this barrier for specific applications. This 
barrier is very useful in events and works with a high public influx, in 
shopping centres for example. 

This barrier has also been requested for industrial warehouses, for 
separating areas. UPS have bought this barriers for their stores in 
Madrid. The barriers can be joined together and have two wheels with 
breaks so that they don't move once they have been positioned. They 
can be painted whatever colour the client wishes. The barriers are 2 
metres wide x 2 metres high. 

They are rented out for event spaces where privacy and intense 
movement is required.  Dressing rooms, stages, back stage areas, etc. 

MOBILE OPAQUE 
BARRIER WITH WHEELS 
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Mobile opaque barrier with concrete or recycled plastic feet. This barrier is 
very useful for events and works that require more privacy. Very practical 
for music festivals or as part of anti-avalanche barriers at music festivals 
or concerts.  

The barriers are 2 metres wide and 2 metres high. Struts can be attached to 
prevent the barriers from being knocked down by the wind. 

MOBILE OPAQUE 
BARRIER
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NEW JERSEY recycled barriers 60 and 80 have a large number of 
applications with their dimensions, material, geometry, and modular 
design. Works signage, events, lane separations, diversions and traffic 
control.  

Construction companies and services, as well as public or private 
organisations, are just some of the potential users for New Jersey 
barriers. 

NEW JERSEY 
BARRIERS
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Polyethylene cones with a reflective band. 

Orange cones manufactured from a single piece  of polyethylene. 

Light. 

Hexagonal base. 

Maximum stability, ease of use and quick storage. 

Lightweight and ideal for controlling traffic on highway and in cities. 

Height: 50 cm Weight: 1 kg 

We offer options both for rental and buying ( new or second hand 
cones) 

 

 

PLASTIC ROAD  
SIGNAGE CONES
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Mesh with ANTI UV protection. Mesh for shade or concealment, extremely durable 
and easy to mount. Manufactured with top quality raw materials and high 
technology. We have expanded our product range to cover all  of our customers' 
needs, whether event promoters, construction companies or individual clients. 

We also do printed concealment mesh.  The logo is printed in a colour and size of 
the client's choosing.  Especially designed for large events and building sites. Due 
to their durability they can be re-used in multiple events.  

 

 

 

 

Meshes with different degrees of 
concealment. From 70% to total. 

Visit: 

www.malladeocultación.com 

CONCEALMENT 
MESH
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TO OUR CUSTOMERS: 

At VALLAS ARTE we would like to offer our sincere thanks for the trust you have 
placed in our company. We want to say thanks again for trusting in us and we 
would like to ensure that our products and services continue to improve and be 
updated. We hope to ensure that the trust you have shown us continues as it 
has done over the last few years. 

We also wish to inform you that we'll continue to post all updates for products 
and materials on our web site (www.vallasarte.com). Please send us your 
opin ions on these and other products to our e-mai l address 
info@vallasarte.com. Your opinions are very important to us so that we can 
keep improving what we do. 

ALQUILER Y VENTA DE VALLAS ARTE, S.L. 
Limonero s/n

28350 Ciempozuelos

Poligono Industrial la Sendilla (Nacional IV-km32)

91 279 15 61

www. vallasarte.com

info@vallasarte.com

THANK YOU 
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